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Developmental axon pruning is essential for normal
brain wiring in vertebrates and invertebrates. How
axon pruning occurs in vivo is not well understood.
In a mosaic loss-of-function screen, we found that
Bsk, theDrosophila JNK, is required for axon pruning
of mushroom body g neurons, but not their den-
drites. By combining in vivo genetics, biochemistry,
and high-resolution microscopy, we demonstrate
that the mechanism by which Bsk is required for
pruning is through reducing the membrane levels
of the adhesion molecule Fasciclin II (FasII), the
NCAM ortholog. Conversely, overexpression of FasII
is sufficient to inhibit axon pruning. Finally, we show
that overexpressing other cell adhesion molecules,
together with weak attenuation of JNK signaling,
strongly inhibits pruning. Taken together, we have
uncovered a novel and unexpected interaction be-
tween the JNK pathway and cell adhesion and found
that destabilization of cell adhesion is necessary for
efficient pruning.
INTRODUCTION
Neuronal remodeling is essential for the proper development of
both vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems (Low and
Cheng, 2006; Luo and O’Leary, 2005; Schuldiner and Yaron,
2015). Remodeling requires both degenerative events, such as
axon and synapse removal, as well as regenerative events
such as the formation of new axons and synaptic connections
(Luo and O’Leary, 2005; Yu and Schuldiner, 2014). The selective
removal of exuberant axons and/or dendrites without causing
neuronal death is referred to as developmental pruning. In gen-
eral, neurite pruning occurs via two distinct mechanisms.
Small-scale elimination relies on retraction, whereas large-scale
axon elimination requires localized degeneration (Luo and
O’Leary, 2005; Portera-Cailliau et al., 2005). Because of mecha-
nistic similarities to Wallerian degeneration and dying back926 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.neurodegenerative diseases (Luo and O’Leary, 2005), under-
standing the molecular mechanisms of axon pruning should pro-
vide us with a broader understanding of axon fragmentation and
elimination during development, disease and following injury.
In Drosophila, many larval-born neurons undergo remodeling
during metamorphosis (Truman, 1990; Yu and Schuldiner,
2014). The coordinated and timed developmental axon pruning
events of the Drosophila mushroom body (MB) g neurons are
an attractive model system to uncover the molecular mecha-
nisms underlying neuronal remodeling within the CNS. The
Drosophila MB includes three major classes of unipolar neu-
rons—g, a’/b’, and a/b—derived from four identical neuroblasts.
Within theMB, only g neurons undergo remodeling that occurs in
a very stereotypical manner: during the larval stages, the g neu-
rons send bifurcated axons projecting both medially and
dorsally; then during metamorphosis, the dendrites are pruned
completely and the axons are pruned up to a specific branch
point; subsequently neurons regrow their axons to form an
adult-specific medial lobe (Figure 1A; Lee et al., 1999).
It has been well established that the ecdysone receptor EcR-
B1 is required to initiate the pruning process (Lee and Luo, 1999;
Yu et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2003); however, little is known about
the intracellular signaling events that regulate and control prun-
ing. In an attempt to uncover novel regulators of pruning, we
performed a forward genetic screen and found that the
Drosophila c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK, known in Drosophila
as Basket—Bsk or dJNK) is required for developmental axon
pruning of MB g neurons. JNK is a member of a large group of
serine/threonine protein kinases, known as the mitogen-acti-
vated protein kinase (MAPK) family (Weston and Davis, 2007).
JNK activation has been shown to influence a wide variety of
cellular responses. In the nervous system JNK regulates
neuronal cell death, brain morphogenesis, axonal and dendritic
architecture, synaptic plasticity, and memory formation (Coffey,
2014). How JNK elicits such a wide spectrum of cellular re-
sponses is currently unknown. Similarly, the repertoire of JNK
targets is just beginning to be revealed.
Here we report that Bsk is cell autonomously required for
developmental axon, but not dendrite, pruning of MB g neurons.
Unexpectedly, we found that Bsk affects pruning by regulating
cell adhesion. It does so by negatively regulating the plasma
membrane localization of the neural cell adhesion molecule
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Figure 1. Bsk Is Required for Axon, but Not
Dendrite, Pruning of MB g Neurons
(A) Scheme of MB g neuronal remodeling. During
the third instar larva, g neurons send bifurcated
axons projecting to form the medial and dorsal
lobes. During metamorphosis at 18 hr APF, g
neurons prune both axonal branches as well as
dendrites. At the adult stage g neurons extend only
medially to the adult specific lobe.
(B, F, and J) A schematic representation of FasII
(B) or 201Y-Gal4 expression (F, J) in WT (B, F)
and mutant (J) adult MB neurons. FasII is
strongly expressed within a/b neurons and weakly
within g neurons and is not expressed within the
a’/b’ neurons (B). Gal4-201Y is expressedwithin all
g neurons and a subset of the later-born a/b
neurons (F). MB MARCM neuroblast clones with a
pruning defect exhibit dorsal unpruned g axons
outside of the a lobe (J).
(C–E, G–I, K, L, and N) Confocal z-projections of
MB MARCM clones of the indicated genotypes
and age, labeled with mCD8-GFP (CD8) driven by
201Y-Gal4 (201Y). At L3, WT (C; n = 19/19) and
bskLL02244 (G; n = 17/17) g neuron clones appear
normal. At 18 hr APF, WT (D; n = 17/17) g axons
have degenerated, however, bskLL02244 (H; n = 27/
27) axons, but not dendrites, remain intact
(compare arrows and arrowheads in H and D).
In adult, WT (E; 18/18) g neurons project axons
only to the adult specific medial lobe, while in
bskLL02244 (I; n = 21/22), bsk1 (K; n = 13/16), and
bsk2 (L; n = 11/13) clones the adult specific g lobe
is less innervated and unpruned larval g axons are
seen (arrows in I, K, and L; see also scheme in J).
Expressing a rescue WT bsk transgene, UAS-
bskB, within MB bskLL02244 MARCM clones
completely reverted the axon-pruning defect
(N; n = 15/15).
(M) Confocal z-projection of MB neurons ex-
pressing UAS-bskDN together with mCD8-GFP
and a UAS-Gal4 driven by 201Y-Gal4. The expression of BskDN within all g neurons inhibits pruning (arrows in M; n = 24/24).
CD8-GFP, white in (C), (D), (G), and (H) and green in (E), (I), and (K)–(N); FasII, magenta. Scale bars represent 20 m.(NCAM) ortholog, Fasciclin II (FasII). Remarkably, overexpres-
sion of FasII within MB neurons is sufficient to inhibit pruning.
Therefore, our study suggests that regulated disassembly of
cell adhesion complexes is an important step in developmental
axon pruning.
RESULTS
Bsk Is Required for Axon, but Not Dendrite, Pruning of
MB g Neurons
To identify molecular players that are important for develop-
mental axon pruning of MB g neurons, we performed a large-
scale forward genetic mosaic screen based on insertional
mutagenesis of piggyBac transposons (Schuldiner et al., 2008).
To visualize andmanipulateMB g neurons, we used theMARCM
technique to generate homozygous mutant neuroblast clones
that express a membrane-bound GFP (mCD8-GFP) driven by a
MB driver (201Y-Gal4) that is expressed within all g neurons
and a subset of the later-born a/b neurons (for schematic repre-
sentation of 201Y-Gal4 labeled wild-type [WT] MARCM clone,see Figure 1F). We identified line LL02244 as being deficient in
axon pruning of MB g neurons (Figure 1). At the larval stage,
piggyBacLL02244 MB MARCM clones exhibit WT morphology,
as they extend axons into the dorsal and medial lobes (compare
Figure 1G to Figure 1C). At 18 hr after puparium formation (APF),
most WT g neurons prune their axons within the dorsal and
medial lobes, while in contrast piggyBacLL02244 MB MARCM
clones retainmany unpruned g axons (compare Figure 1H to Fig-
ure 1D). This pruning defect persisted up to the adult stage
(compare Figure 1I to Figure 1E; schematically illustrated in Fig-
ures 1J and 1F). To our surprise, we found that piggyBacLL02244 is
specifically required for pruning of MB g neuron axons, but not
their dendrites (compare arrowheads and arrows in Figures 1H
and 1D). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mutation
known to differentially affect the pruning of axons and dendrites
within the same neuron.
We mapped the LL02244 insertion within the first intron of
basket (bsk; Figure S1A), the Drosophila ortholog of the JNK
(also known as dJNK) and hereafter termed bskLL02244. To
confirm that bsk is the causal gene affecting axon pruning, weNeuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 927
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Figure 2. Canonical JNK Targets Are Not
Required for MB Axon Pruning
(A–C) Confocal z-projections of MB MARCM
clones at L3 larva (A; n = 13/13), 6 hr APF (B; n = 15/
15), and adult (C; n = 18/18) brains labeled with
mCD8-GFP (CD8) driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y) and
stained with anti-pJNK (A’–C’). pJNK is enriched in
MB axons, while it is undetectable in the dendrites
and cell bodies (asterisks).
(D–F) Confocal z-projections of MB neurons ex-
pressing the indicated transgene together with
mCD8-GFP (CD8) and a UAS-Gal4 driven by
201Y-Gal4. WT MB g neurons (D; n = 10/10) and
MB g neurons expressing UAS-JraDN (E; n = 14/14)
or UAS-KayDN (F; n = 16/16) prune normally.
(G) Confocal z-projections of kay1 MB MARCM
clones prune normally (n = 23/23) and exhibit a
proliferation defect (n = 21/23).
(H and I) Confocal single slices of JNK nuclear
activity reporters focused onMB cell bodies at 6 hr
APF. Flies expressing the AP-1 activation reporter,
TRE-eGFP, show no activation of the AP-1 com-
plex within MB cell bodies (H; n = 12/12) marked
with RedStinger driven by GMR71G10-Gal4
(71G10), which is expressed predominantly in g
neurons (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014).
Similarly, flies expressing the puckered reporter
(Puc > LacZ) show no robust activation of puc
within MB cell bodies (I; n = 10/10) marked with
mCD8-GFP (CD8) driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y).
CD8-GFP, green in (A)–(G) and (I); pJNK, white in
(A’)–(C’); FasII, magenta in (D)–(G); RedStinger, red
in (H); TRE_eGFP (AP-1 reporter), green in (H) and
white in (H’); LacZ, blue in (I) and white in (I’). Scale
bars represent 20 m.examined MBMARCM clones homozygous for other known bsk
alleles, bsk1 and bsk2, and indeed observed similar pruning de-
fects (Figures 1K and 1L). Furthermore, overexpression of a
dominant-negative form of Bsk (BskDN) within all g neurons (us-
ing the 201Y-Gal4 driver further strengthened by co-expression
of a UAS-Gal4 transgene) also resulted in an axon, but not
dendrite, pruning defect (Figures 1M, S1B, and S1C). Finally,
to verify that loss of bsk is the cause for the pruning defect, we
performed a rescue experiment. Overexpressing WT bsk trans-
genes, UAS-bskB (Figure 1N) and UAS-bskA-Y (data not shown)
within bskLL02244 MARCM clones completely rescued the axon
pruning defect (Figure 1N), indicating that bsk is indeed required
for axon pruning.
Canonical JNK Targets Are Not Required for MB Axon
Pruning
To gain insight into the cellular mechanism of Bsk function, we
sought to explore its expression and localization during MB
development. For this purpose we stained WT brains with anti-
JNK and anti-phospho-JNK (pJNK) antibodies at different devel-
opmental time points. To confirm the specificity of the antibody
as well as the nature of our piggyBac insertion, we compared
pJNK staining of WT and bskLL02244 MARCM clones in the928 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.axon peduncle, where clonal axons bundle together (see Fig-
ure S2A). Indeed, we found no pJNK staining within bskLL02244
MARCM clones (Figures S2B and S2C), suggesting that
bskLL02244 generates a strong loss of function allele and that
the antibody, raised against mammalian JNK, is also specific
against Bsk. Using these antibodies we found that both Bsk
(data not shown) as well as its phosphorylated form (pBsk/
pJNK) are constitutively expressed within the MB throughout
development (Figures 2A–2C), as previously shown (Rallis
et al., 2010). Zooming in to sub-cellular distribution we found
that pBsk is enriched inMB axons while undetectable in the den-
drites and cell bodies (marked by asterisks in Figures 2A–2C).
In the JNK canonical signaling pathway, upon phosphorylation
pJNK translocates into the nucleus and activates the activator
protein-1 (AP-1) complex composed of the transcription factors
c-Jun and c-Fos. However, we found that pBsk is enriched
within axons and absent from the nucleus. We nevertheless
wished to explore whether the transcription factors Jun-related
antigen (Jra; c-Jun ortholog) and Kayak (Kay; c-Fos ortholog)
are required for developmental axon pruning. We examined
brains in which we overexpressed dominant-negative forms of
either Jra (JraDN) or Kay (KayDN) within all MB g neurons (using
the 201Y-Gal4 driver and further strengthened by co-expression
of a UAS-Gal4 transgene) and found no effect on axon pruning
(Figures 2D–2F). Furthermore, MB MARCM clones homozygous
mutant for kay1 (Figure 2G) or kay2 (data not shown) often ex-
hibited a proliferation defect, evident by the low number of axons
and especially the lack of later-born neuronswithin the clone, but
always exhibited normal pruning. Additionally, we could not
detect AP-1 activation within MB neurons at 0 hr, 6 hr, and
18 hr APF using the AP-1 reporter TRE-eGFP (Figures 2H,
S2D, and S2E), which harbors AP-1 binding sites upstream of
the eGFP gene (Chatterjee and Bohmann, 2012). Interestingly,
we did observe TRE-eGFP activation in neighboring glial cells
at 0 hr and 6 hr APF (Figures 2H and S2D), consistent with pre-
vious reports (Macdonald et al., 2013). Similarly, we did not
observe activation of JNK nuclear activity using the puckered-
LacZ (Puc-LacZ) enhancer trap, a well-documented reporter of
nuclear JNK activity (Figure 2I; e.g., Dobens et al., 2001; Xiong
et al., 2010). Our findings therefore suggest that the role of Bsk
in pruning does not require translocation into the nucleus nor
activation of nuclear transcription factors. These results suggest
that Bsk functions within the axons to regulate pruning in a non-
transcriptional mechanism.
It is well established that JNK can also act on non-nuclear sub-
strates, such as scaffold and adaptor proteins, microtubule-
associated proteins, and apoptosis-related proteins (Coffey,
2014). To investigate whether the role of Bsk in pruning is
through its activity on known cytosolic targets, we evaluated
MB MARCM clones mutant for several candidate genes. MB
MARCMclonemutant for the scaffold proteins Aplip1 (JNK inter-
acting protein 1, JIP1, homolog), 14-3-3ε, and Shc prune nor-
mally (Figures S2F–S2I). The apoptotic pathway was previously
shown to have no effect on axon pruning (Watts et al., 2003),
suggesting that JNK-regulated apoptosis does not play a role
in pruning.
Since we could not identify an obvious Bsk substrate that reg-
ulates MB axon pruning, we set out to examine whether Bsk
affects pruning by modulating the expression of ecdysone ste-
roid hormone receptor B1 (EcR-B1), a central nuclear steroid re-
ceptor required for the initiation of pruning (Lee and Luo, 1999).
To this end, we examined the expression of EcR-B1 in bsk
mutant MARCM clones and found no difference in EcR-B1 stain-
ing within and outside the clone (Figure S2J), indicating that Bsk
does not function upstream of EcR-B1. In a reciprocal experi-
ment, we investigated whether Bsk activity is regulated by
EcR-B1. We therefore examined p-JNK antibody staining within
baboon (babo, a TGF-b type I receptor that is important for EcR-
B1 expression; Zheng et al., 2003) mutant MARCM clones and
found no difference in pJNK staining within and outside the clone
(Figure S2K), indicating that the phosphorylation of Bsk does not
depend on the ecdysone pathway.
Taken together, our data indicate that Bsk acts in parallel to
the ecdysone receptor pathway and functions within the axons
on a yet unidentified target to mediate MB g neuron develop-
mental axon pruning.
FasII Is Required to Mediate the bsk Pruning Defect
We routinely examine adult MB morphology by immunostaining
with anti-FasII, which strongly labels MB a/b axons and weakly
labels g axons (Figures 1B and 3A). Serendipitously, we noticedthat in MB neurons expressing BskDN, FasII expression in g
axons is stronger than usual and even comparable to its expres-
sion within a/b axons (Figure 3B, quantification in Figure 3C).
Similarly, we found that in bsk mutant MARCM clones, FasII
levels within the unpruned axons are high (Figure S3). FasII, the
ortholog of the mammalian NCAM, was shown to be involved
in synapse formation and stability, neurite outgrowth, and axon
pathfinding (Grenningloh et al., 1991; Kurusu et al., 2002; Pack-
ard et al., 2003), making it a good candidate for affecting devel-
opmental axon pruning.
To test whether FasII levels affect MB development, we first
analyzed MB g neuron MARCM clones homozygous for a
known fasII null allele, fasIIeb112 (Grenningloh et al., 1991), and
found them to appear mostly WT (Figure 3F; quantified in Fig-
ure 3H; see Figure S3C for representative examples of the
severity categories), consistent with previous reports (Kurusu
et al., 2002). However, since neurons expressing BskDN exhibit
higher levels of FasII, we wondered whether these elevated
FasII levels were the cause for the defective pruning. Therefore,
we checked whether loss of fasII would suppress the pruning
defect of bsk mutants. Indeed, mutating fasII significantly sup-
pressed the pruning defect caused by a mutation in bsk
(compare Figure 3G to Figure 3E, quantified in Figure 3H), sug-
gesting that FasII expression is required to mediate Bsk’s effect
on pruning.
FasII Overexpression Is Sufficient to Inhibit MB Axon
Pruning
We have shown that reduction in FasII levels suppress the prun-
ing defect in bsk mutant MARCM clones, indicating that FasII is
necessary to mediate the bsk pruning defect. We next wanted to
determine whether overexpression of FasII is alone sufficient to
inhibit pruning. The fasII gene is alternatively spliced to generate
at least four protein isoforms (Figure S4A). All isoforms contain
identical extracellular domains that are composed of five immu-
noglobulin (Ig) and two fibronectin type III (FN3) domains, but
have distinct C termini. While three isoforms (PA+, PA, and
PC) are transmembrane proteins, the PB isoform is attached to
the membrane via a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) glycolipid
anchor. Among the transmembrane proteins, isoform PC lacks a
cytoplasmic domain and isoforms PA+ and PA differ in the ex-
istence or absence of a PEST (proline [P], glutamic acid [E],
serine [S], and threonine [T]) domain. The PEST domain plays
a role in internalization and ubiquitin-linked degradation, but
its physiological role within the FasII protein has not been
investigated.
The PB (GPI anchored isoform) was shown to be expressed in
glia rather than in neurons (Wright and Copenhaver, 2000), thus
we ruled out PB for further analysis. Staining of larval MBs using
an antibody that recognizes the extracellular domain of FasII-
PA+, -PA and -PC isoforms (Mathew et al., 2003; see Fig-
ure S3A) was indistinguishable from that of the 1D4 antibody
that recognizes the intracellular domain of FasII that is not pre-
sent in isoform PC (see Figures S4A and S4B), suggesting that
PC isoform is not expressed at detectable levels within the
MB. We therefore decided to focus the rest of our analyses
on the PA+ (hereafter termed FasIIPEST+) and PA (FasIIPEST)
isoforms.Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 929
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Figure 3. FasII Is Required to Mediate the bsk Pruning Defect
(A and B) Confocal z-projections of adult MB neurons expressing (A) UAS-Gal4 driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y) and additionally (B) BskDN, all raised in 29C. In WT
brains (A’), g neurons are weakly labeledwith FasII, while the bifurcated a/b neurons are strongly stained. In contrast, g neurons expressing BskDN (B’) are strongly
stained with FasII.
(C) Quantification of axonal FasII levels in (A) and (B). FasII staining was normalized by dividing with GFP expression in the relevant region of interest (ROI). A t test
was performed to determine significance between FasII intensity alone (n = 8) or together with BskDN (n = 15): p = 0.0007. Data presented as mean ± SEM.
(D–G) Confocal z-projections of MBMARCMclones ofWT (D; n = 8), bskLL02244 (E; n = 14), fasIIeb112 (F; n = 11), and fasIIeb112; bskLL02244 (G; n = 18). InMBMARCM
clones doubly mutant for bsk and fasII, the g neurons prune normally (compare G’ to E’).
(H) Quantification of the pruning defect in (D)–(G). The z-projections were blindly classified into four classes of pruning defect severity (WT, weak, intermediate
[Int.], strong). An ANOVA test followed by Tukey post hoc analysis was performed to determine significance. ***p < 0.001.
CD8-GFP, green in (D)–(G); fasII, white in (A) and (B) and magenta in (D)–(G). Scale bar represents 20 m.While overexpression of FasIIPEST+ in the MB (using the 201Y-
Gal4 driver; Figure 4B, compare to Figure 4A) did not affect
pruning of g neurons, overexpression of FasIIPEST resulted in
a significant pruning defect (Figure 4C). PEST domains are
associated with short-lived proteins, which suggests that
FasIIPEST is more stable than the FasIIPEST+ isoform. Indeed,
immunostaining with FasII antibody demonstrated that the
FasIIPEST isoform is more broadly expressed and could be de-
tected in all parts of the MB including the dendrites and cell
bodies, from where endogenous FasII is usually excluded
(asterisk in Figure 4C’’, also see Figures S4E and S4F). There-
fore, the difference in phenotypic severity that we observed930 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.could be a result of the stability of the transgenic FasII proteins.
However, because these transgenic flies were generated by
random insertion (Beck et al., 2012), we cannot exclude the pos-
sibility that the expression levels are also influenced by their
chromosomal location.
To further investigate the potential interaction between FasII
and Bsk, we decided to determine whether the expression of
BskDN and various FasII transgenic proteins would result in
synergistic effects. Weak expression of BskDN (by driving its
expression with the 201Y-Gal4 driver without amplifying it with
a UAS-Gal4) did not affect pruning of MB g neurons (Figure 4D).
Similarly, expression of FasIIPEST+ isoform inMB neurons causes
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Figure 4. FasII Expression Is Sufficient to Inhibit MB Axon Pruning
(A–F) Confocal z-projections of MB neurons expressing the indicated transgenes together with mCD8-GFP (GFP) driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y). While expression
of FasIIPEST+ (B; n = 10) resulted in MB g neurons that resembleWTmorphology (A; n = 10), expression of FasIIPEST (C; n = 10) resulted in a pruning defect (arrow
in C). Weak expression of BskDN has no effect on MB g neurons (D; n = 9). In contrast, co-expression of BskDN and FasIIPEST+ results in a pruning defect (arrows
in E; n = 9), and co-expression of BskDN and FasIIPEST results in dramatic a pruning defect (arrows in F; n = 13).
(G) Quantification of the pruning defects in (A)–(F). The z-projections were blindly classified into four classes of pruning defect severity (WT, weak, intermediate,
strong). An ANOVA test followed by a Tukey post hoc analysis was performed to determine significance between the different genotypes. ***p < 0.001.
(H–J) Confocal z-projections of MB g neurons at 18 hr APF of the indicated genotype. At 18 hr APF, WT neurons (H; n = 8/8) have completed axons and dendrite
pruning. In contrast, in MB g neurons overexpressing FasIIPEST alone (I; n = 12/12) or co-expressing BskDN and FasIIPEST (J; n = 10/10), the axons remain intact
(arrows), while the dendrites are pruned normally (arrowhead).
CD8-GFP, green in (A)–(F) and white in (A’)–(F’) and (H)–(J); FasII, magenta in (A)–(F) and white in (A’’)–(F’’). Scale bar represents 20 m.no defects in MB g neuron development (Figure 4B). However,
weak co-expression of both BskDN and FasIIPEST+ results in a
dramatic defect in MB g neuron pruning (Figure 4E, quantified
in Figure 4G). Moreover, co-expression of BskDN at low levels
together with FasIIPEST resulted in an even more dramatic
enhancement of the pruning defect seen with FasIIPEST alone
(Figure 4F, quantified in Figure 4G), suggesting that the synergis-
tic interactions between the BskDN and FasII transgenes do not
depend on the PEST domain. Together these findings strengthen
the link between Bsk and FasII and indicate that ectopic FasII in-
hibits pruning. Interestingly, the pruning defect of bsk mutant
clones is weaker than usp (Lee et al., 2000; Usp, Ultraspiracle,is the EcR-B1 coreceptor) or plum (Yu et al., 2013) mutant
clones, but when the expression of BskDN is combinedwith over-
expression of FasII, the phenotypes are similarly strong.
Endogenous FasII protein is normally localized to axons, but
not dendrites or cell bodies of MB neurons. Therefore, its local-
ization might provide the mechanism for the axon, but not
dendrite, pruning defect that we observed in bsk MARCM
clones. Since we determined that overexpression of FasIIPEST
was sufficient to inhibit axon pruning (Figure 4C), we wanted to
examine if FasIIPEST overexpression could also inhibit dendrite
pruning. Although the FasIIPEST transgene is expressed within
MB dendrites (Figure 4C’’, asterisk), its expression alone orNeuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 931
together with BskDN was insufficient to inhibit dendrite pruning
(Figures 4H–4J). Taken together, our data suggest that overex-
pression of stable FasII is sufficient to inhibit axon, but not
dendrite, pruning. This difference might stem from the differ-
ences in the anatomical architecture of dendrites versus axons.
While axons readily fasciculate, the dendrites are more spread
out and therefore possibly less amenable for FasII induced
fasciculation.
Bsk Affects FasII Stability and Membrane Localization
Our experiments thus far suggest that MB neurons expressing
BskDN express higher levels of FasII in their axons (Figures 3A–
3C). To explore the possibility that Bsk affects FasII stability,
we first investigated how Bsk affects FasII in vitro. In order to
follow transgenic FasII, we wanted to C-terminally tag the
transgenic proteins. However, since we found that the PDZ
binding sequence, known to mediate interaction with PDZ
containing scaffold proteins, is important for FasII expression
in the MB (Figures S4C–S4F), we created a FLAG tag that
was followed by FasII endogenous PDZ binding sequence
(amino acids 866–873 named FLAGKNSAV; see Figure S5A). We
transfected a FasIIPEST+FLAGKNSAV transgene into Drosophila
neuronal BG3 cells and manipulated Bsk activity. To reduce
Bsk activity, we co-expressed BskDN, and to induce Bsk
activity we co-expressed a constitutively active form of Hemip-
terous (HepCA), theDrosophilaMAP kinase kinase 7 (MKK7, acti-
vator of JNK). Indeed, we found that co-expression of FasII
together with BskDN results in elevated FasII levels, while co-
expression of HepCA results in a dramatic reduction of FasII
levels (Figure 5A).
To measure the effect of BskDN on FasII stability in vivo, we
analyzed FasIIPEST+FLAGKNSAV protein levels in larval brain ex-
tracts when expressed alone or together with a BskDN transgene
driven by a pan-MB driver (OK107-Gal4). Indeed, following lysis
and immunoprecipitation using anti-FLAG beads, we found that
co-expressing BskDN results in an increase in FasII levels (Fig-
ure 5B), suggesting that Bsk kinase activity negatively affects
FasII stability in vivo.
We next wondered if FasII membrane localization is affected
by the JNK pathway. To this end, we transfected BG3 cells
with FasIIPEST+GFPKNSAV and examined its localization in control
cells or in cells co-transfected with HepCA or BskDN. We found
that expressing HepCA resulted in transgenic FasII that was
mostly localized to the cytoplasm (Figure 5, compare Figure 5C
to Figure 5D). However, we could not detect a clear effect on
FasII membrane localization when we expressed BskDN (Fig-
ure 5E). Therefore, to better quantify and measure FasII localiza-
tion upon activation (HepCA) and inhibition (BskDN) of the JNK
pathway, we used ImageStream technology that combines the
quantitative power of flow cytometry with high content image
analysis of live cells allowing us to obtain high-quality images
of thousands of individual cells (Figures 5F and S5B–S5D). We
analyzed and plotted FasII similarity to CellMask, a plasmamem-
brane marker (for detailed explanation, see Experimental Proce-
dures) and found that FasII is less localized to the membrane in
cells expressing HepCA (median of 0.314 ± 0.396) compared to
the control cells (median of 0.486 ± 0.35), while FasII is more
localized to the membranes in cells expressing BskDN (median:932 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.0.612 ± 0.396). Taken together, these data suggest that Bsk ki-
nase activity negatively regulates FasII membrane localization.
Finally, to further explore whether the increased membrane
localization of FasII in cells expressing BskDN was a result of
defective trafficking or membrane stability and/or residence,
we used total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy.
TIRF microscopy enables imaging molecules that are on or very
close to themembrane and thus allows us to observe FasII mem-
brane localization with high spatial resolution. To this end, we
transfected BG3 cells with FasIIPEST+ tagged with Dendra2
(FasII-DendraKNSAV), which is a green-to-red photo-switchable
fluorescent protein. We specifically photo-switched mem-
brane-bound FasII by illuminating the photoactivating laser in
TIRF and subsequently imaged Dendra2 red fluorescence. In
order to quantify FasII residence on the membrane, we
measured red Dendra2 intensity in TIRF and calculated the per-
centage of TIRF signal that remained in the same cells 10 and
20min after photo-switch (Figures 5G, S5E, and S5F). While after
10 min only about 40% of the FasII TIRF signal remained, co-
expression with BskDN significantly increased FasII membranal
stability and/or residence so that about 60% of its TIRF signal
remained. Similarly, after 20 min, only 30% of the FasII TIRF
signal remained, while inhibiting Bsk increased the TIRF signal
to about 45%.
The observed elevation in FasII membrane stability and/or
residence when co-expressed with BskDN could result from
slower diffusion along the membrane or from less turnover
from the membrane. To distinguish between the two possibil-
ities, we examined FasII dynamics at the plasma membrane.
We used a minimal photo-switching protocol to visualize FasII-
DendraKNSAV single particles and follow their distribution and
movement on the cell surface using TIRF (Figures S5G and
S5H; Movie S1). In accordance with previous results, the density
of FasII particles per cell was higher in BskDN expressing cells
compared to WT (Figures S5I and S5J). Finally, the motility of
FasII, as seen from its diffusion constant, was similar when
FasII was expressed alone or together with BskDN (Figure 5H),
arguing against the possibility that Bsk affects FasII by slowing
its diffusion along the membrane. Taken together, our results
indicate that Bsk kinase activity negatively regulates FasII mem-
brane stability and/or residence, most likely by affecting its
turnover.
The FasII PDZ Binding Sequence Is Required for
Synergistic Interactions with BskDN
In order to explore the possibility that FasII stability is mediated
by direct phosphorylation by Bsk, we first investigated whether
FasII is a phosphoprotein. We transfected FLAGKNSAV-tagged
FasIIPEST+, FasIIPEST, FasIICTshort, and FasIIDCT transgenes (Fig-
ure 6A) into BG3 cells, immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG
beads, and stained using phospho-threonine-proline (p-Thr-
Pro) antibody. Indeed, we found that FasII undergoes Thr phos-
phorylation toward the end of the cytoplasmic tail (Figure S6A).
To determine whether Bsk mediates FasII phosphorylation, we
treated BG3 cells transfected with FasIIPEST+FLAGKNSAV with
bsk or GFP (control) RNAi and examined the levels of p-Thr-
Pro antibody staining. Treatment with bsk RNAi did not block
FasII phosphorylation, indicating that Bsk does not mediate
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Figure 5. Bsk Affects FasII Stability and Membrane Localization
(A) Western blot analysis of BG3 cells transfected with FasIIPEST+FLAGKNSAV (FasIIPEST+FLAG) alone or together with RFP-HepCA or BskDN-RFP. Cells were
harvested 7 days after transfection and immunobloted (IB) with anti-FLAG and anti-tubulin antibodies. While cells expressing HepCA show significant reduction in
FasIIPEST+FLAG, cells expressing BskDN show significant elevation in FasIIPEST+FLAG. A two-way ANOVA test was performed followed by a two-sided Dunnett
post hoc test; n = 3, *p < 0.05. Data presented as mean ± SEM.
(B) Western blot analysis of brain extracts from 150 larvae, expressing FasIIPEST+FLAG alone or together with BskDN using the pan-MB driver OK107.
FasIIPEST+FLAG levels were higher when it was co-expressed with BskDN. Total lysates (input) were stained with anti-tubulin antibody to verify equaled loading,
A t test was performed to determine significance *p < 0.05, n = 2. Data presented as mean ± SEM.
(C–E) BG3 cells transfected with the FasIIPEST+GFPKNSAV constructs (FasII-GFPKNSAV) alone (C) or together with RFP-HepCA (D) or BskDN-RFP (E), stained with
CellMask and Hoechst for identification of plasma membrane and nucleus, respectively. Representative confocal images of FasII-GFPKNSAV co-localization with
the CellMask demonstrate that membranal FasII is reduced upon co-transfection with HepCA. Scale bar represents 20 m.
(F) Analysis by Imaging Flow Cytometry (ImageStreamX). The co-localization of FasII-GFPKNSAV and CellMask was calculated (see Experimental Procedures).
A Kruskal-Wallis test on the Bright Detail Similarity feature between the three groups was performed to determine significance: p = 0.0001. For representative
images, see Figures S5B–S5D.
(G and H) BG3 cell transfected with FasIIPEST+Dendra2KNSAV (FasII-DendraKNSAV) alone or together with BskDN-FLAG were imaged using total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. Photo switching, from green to red, and imaging of membrane-bound FasII-DendraKNSAV were achieved by using laser in TIRF
mode. (G) FasII stability on the membrane was measured by the percentage of red Dendra2 intensity 10 and 20 min after the photo-switch. An ANOVA repeated-
measures test was performed to determine significance between in FasII reduction alone (n = 15) or together with BskDN (n = 22): p = 0.0015. For representative
images, see Figures S5E and S5F. (H) FasII diffusion coefficient was calculated on FasII-DendraKNSAV single particles (see Experimental Procedures). A t test was
performed to determine significance in diffusion coefficient of FasII alone (n = 156) or together with BskDN (n = 335): n.s. Data presented as mean ± SEM.the FasII Thr phosphorylation (Figure S6B). In fact, and in agree-
ment with our previous data, we found that both phosphorylated
and total FasII levels were elevated in cells treated with bsk RNAi
(Figure S6B). Our results therefore suggest that Bsk does not
directly phosphorylate FasII on a threonine residue, but they
do not rule out the possibility for serine phosphorylation.
Because anti-p-serine antibodies are not very useful, we
decided to explore whether Bsk and FasII physically interact.
In a co-immunoprecipitation experiment, we were not able todemonstrate physical interaction between Bsk and FasII (Fig-
ure S6C) consistent with no direct phosphorylation.
Since we found that Thr-phosphorylation of FasII is likely not
mediated by Bsk, we next decided to perform a detailed in vivo
structure-function analysis of FasII to dissect the domains
required for its function. To this end, we generated transgenic
flies expressing various FLAGKNSAV-tagged FasII transgenes
(Figure 6A). The FLAGKNSAV tag allows for proper expression
and detection of the new transgenes (Figure S7). To compareNeuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 933
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Figure 6. The FasII PDZ Binding Sequence Is Required to Mediate the Bsk Pruning Defect
(A) Schematic representation of WT and modified FasII constructs designed to examine the domains required for its function. SP, signal peptide;
Ig, immunoglobulin; FN3, fibronectin type III; PEST, PEST domain.
(B–H) Confocal z-projections of MB neurons expressing BskDN and mCD8-GFP (B) or additionally expressing FasIIPEST+ (C), FasIIPEST (D), FasIICTshort (E),
FasIIDCT (F), FasIIPEST-AAV (G), or FasIIDCTAAV (H) driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y). Synergistic interactions between the weak expression of BskDN and FasII transgenes
resulted in pruning defects at varying levels (quantified in I).
(I) Quantification of the pruning defect in (B)–(H). The z-projections were blindly classified into four classes of pruning defect severity (WT, weak, intermediate,
strong). An ANOVA test was followed by a Dunnett post hoc test and a priori contrast between FasIIPESTFLAGKNSAV and FasIIPESTFLAGAAV and between
FasIIDCTFLAGKNSAV and FasIIDCTFLAGAAV. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.0001.
(J–M) Confocal z-projections of MB axons expressing FasIIDCT (J) or FasIIDCTAAV (L) and mCD8-GFP or additionally expressing BskDN (K and M, respectively)
driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y). Expression of BskDN stabilizes axonal levels of FasIIDCT, but not FasIIDCTAAV.
(N) Quantification of axonal FasIIDC levels in (J)–(M). FLAG staining was normalized by GFPmean intensity within a given ROI in the posterior part of the g neurons
using Fiji software. A t test was performed to determine significance between FasIIDCTFLAGKNSAV alone (n = 11) or together with BskDN (n = 15): p < 0.0001, and
between FasIIDCTFLAGAAV alone (n = 10) or together with BskDN (n = 12): p = n.s. Data presented as mean ± SEM.
CD8-GFP, white in (B)–(H); FLAG, white in (J)–(M). Scale bar represents 20 m.the function of the various transgenic proteins while maintaining
similar expression levels, we injected all constructs to the attP2
landing site on chromosome 3, which was previously suggested
as an optimal site for nervous system analyses (Pfeiffer et al.,
2010). However, we found that overexpression of all of the
FasII-FLAGKNSAV transgenes was insufficient to inhibit pruning
(Figure S7), despite the fact that they were all expressed. More-
over, we noticed that while expression of the FasII PEST+,934 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.PEST, and CTshort transgenes is enriched within the axons
(Figures S7A–S7C), the expression of the DCT transgene is en-
riched within the cell bodies (Figure S7D), suggesting that the
N-terminal part of the cytoplasmic domain is important for
proper FasII localization.
FasII antibody staining of this new set of FasII transgenes
suggested that their expression level was lower compared to
the untagged FasIIPEST+ and FasIIPEST transgenes (analyzed
in Figure 4), which were previously generated by random inser-
tion (Beck et al., 2012; data not shown). We therefore wanted
to determine whether the reason that expression of FasIIPEST
FLAGKNSAV transgene did not block pruning (Figure S7B) was
due to low expression or some other difference between the
transgenes, such as the addition of the FLAG tag. We therefore
set out to investigate whether these new FLAGKNSAV-tagged
transgenic proteins synergize with expression of BskDN in a
similar manner as the untagged constructs. Indeed, we found
that all FasII-FLAGKNSAV-tagged transgenes synergize with
BskDN to some degree (Figures 6B–6F, quantified in Figure 6I).
As expected, co-expression of BskDN and FasIIPEST resulted
in a pruning defect that was significantly stronger than the co-
expression of BskDN and FasIIPEST+ transgenes (Figure 6I). How-
ever, the severity of the phenotypes of co-expressing BskDN with
FasIIDCT (Figure 6F) was unexpected. To our surprise, FasIIDCT
exhibited a strong and significant genetic interaction with BskDN
(Figure 6I), despite its localization to the cell bodies (Figure S7D).
To explore whether Bsk affects FasIIDCT axonal localization, we
imaged axonal FasIIDCTFLAGKNSAV expressed alone (Figure 6J)
or with BskDN (Figure 6K). Indeed, co-expression of BskDN with
FasIIDCTFLAGKNSAV resulted in a robust and significant elevation
in FasIIDCTFLAGKNSAV axonal localization (Figures 6J and 6K,
quantified in Figure 6N). FasIIDCT lacks the entire cytoplasmic
domain, suggesting that the intracellular part of FasII, beside
the PDZ binding sequence, does not play an active role in Bsk-
mediated pruning regulation. This is consistent with the finding
the Bsk does not phosphorylate FasII to affect its stability.
To directly assess whether the FasII cytoplasmic domain was
dispensable for Bsk-mediated regulation of FasII stability, we ex-
pressed various FasII transgenes in BG3 cells and observed their
abundance following activation of the JNK pathway. Indeed,
overexpressing HepCA together with FasII transgenes lacking
parts of, or the entire, cytoplasmic domain resulted in a reduction
in their abundance (Figure S6D).
To evaluate if the PDZ binding sequence is required tomediate
the Bsk-FasII pruning defect, we set to manipulate the FasII PDZ
binding sequence. Since both FasII-AAE transgene (Figure S4D)
and FasII-FLAG without the addition of the PDZ binding
sequence (KNSAV) after the FLAG tag (data not shown) were
not expressed at detectable levels within the MB, we had to per-
turb the PDZ binding sequence by other means. We therefore
created FasIIPEST and FasIIDCT that were tagged with FLAG
followed by the mutated PDZ binding sequence KNAAV (here-
after called AAV). Indeed, this subtle mutation still permitted
expression of the FLAGAAV transgenes (Figures S7E and S7F).
However, the AAVmutation suppressed Bsk-FasII synergistic in-
hibition of pruning (Figures 6G and 6H, quantified in Figure 6I)
and prevented axonal stabilization of FasIIDCTFLAGAAV upon
co-expression with BskDN (Figures 6L–6N). Taken together, our
data suggest that within the intracellular domain, only the PDZ
binding sequence is important to mediate the Bsk-FasII interac-
tion that regulates FasII stability and pruning defect.
Increased Cell Adhesion Synergizes with BskDN to
Inhibit Pruning
Since FasII is the ortholog of the mammalian NCAM, we tested
whether overexpression of human NCAM could act similarly toFasII. Indeed, co-expression of NCAM140 (which alone did not
affect pruning of MB g neurons; Figure 7B) with low levels of
BskDN (which alone do not cause a pruning defect) resulted in
a strong pruning defect (Figure 7C). NCAM140 extracellular
domain is similar to that of FasII, but unlike FasII, NCAM does
not contain a PDZ binding sequence (Figure 7A). To explore
whether Bsk affects NCAM axonal localization and stability, in
a similar way it affects FasII, we determined axonal NCAM
expression levels with and without perturbation of Bsk signaling
(Figures 7D–7F). We found that NCAM levels were similar when it
was expressed alone or together with BskDN (Figure 7F), sug-
gesting that Bsk does not affect NCAM stability, consistent
with the fact that it lacks a PDZ binding sequence. Therefore,
the ability of NCAM to synergize with expression of BskDN sug-
gests that Bsk affects endogenous FasII stability, which in turn
cooperates with NCAM to increase cell adhesion.
If indeed increased adhesion inhibits axon pruning, then we
predicted that expressing other adhesion molecules should
give a similar phenotype to FasII and NCAM. In support of
this, when we overexpressed other CAMs such as Neuroglian
(Nrg), Fasciclin III (FasIII), and Fasciclin I (FasI) (Figure 7A)
in the MB together with BskDN, we observed a pruning
phenotype for overexpression of Nrg (Figure 7H) and FasI (Fig-
ure 7M), but not FasIII (Figure 7O). Furthermore, overexpression
of any of the above transgenes was insufficient to inhibit the
pruning of MB g neuron when expressed alone (Figures 7G,
7L, and 7N), as was the case of FasII. Similar to NCAM, expres-
sion of axonal Nrg was not upregulated in response to co-
expression of BskDN (Figures 7I–7K). The fact that NCAM and
Nrg levels were similar when expressed alone or together
with BskDN strengthens our hypothesis that the observed inter-
action is a result of BskDN-mediated increased membrane
stability of endogenous FasII acting together with the trans-
genic CAMs.
Taken together these experiments suggest that increased cell
adhesion, rather than a signaling event, most likely underlies the
role of FasII in inhibiting axon pruning.
DISCUSSION
Using a forward genetic screen we identified Bsk, theDrosophila
JNK ortholog, as cell autonomously required for axon, but not
dendrite, pruning of MB g neurons. This is the first example of
a mutant differentially affecting axon and dendrite pruning of
the same neuron. Genetic experiments suggest that Bsk does
not function via its canonical targets such as the transcription
factors c-Jun and Fos. Remarkably, we found that Bsk promotes
MB axon pruning by destabilizing membrane localization of the
cell adhesion molecule FasII, the Drosophila ortholog of
NCAM. More generally, our data suggest that JNK-mediated
destabilization of cell adhesion is a required step in axon pruning
(Figure 8).
Physiological Role of JNK in Developmental Pruning of
MB g Neurons
Numerous studies have implicated JNK in various aspects
of neurobiology including axon growth, cell death, dendrite
morphogenesis, and axon degeneration (Coffey, 2014). OurNeuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 935
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Figure 7. Increasing Cell Adhesion Inhibits
Pruning
(A) Schematic representation of the Ig-CAMs
examined in this assay. SP, signal peptide; IG,
immunoglobulin; FN3, fibronectin type III; PEST,
PEST domain; FasI, FasI binding domain; GPI, GPI
anchor.
(B, C, G, H, and L–O) Confocal z-projections of MB
neurons expressing the indicated transgenes
together with mCD8-GFP (GFP) driven by 201Y-
Gal4 (201Y). While expression of NCAM alone
(B; n = 19/19) resulted in WT morphology, co-
expression of BskDN together with NCAM (C; n =
27/28) resulted in a pruning defect (arrows). Like-
wise, expression of Neuroglian (Nrg) (G; n = 24/24),
FasI (L; n = 6/6), and FasIII (N; n = 14/14) resulted in
WT morphology, while co-expression of BskDN
with Nrg (H; n = 28/34) and FasI (M; n = 8/8), but not
FasIII (O; n = 6/6), resulted in unpruned axons
(arrows).
(D, E, I, and J) Confocal z-projections of selected
slices of MB axons expressing NCAM and mCD8-
GFP (D) or additionally expressing BskDN (E), and
Nrg and mCD8-GFP (I) or additionally expressing
BskDN (J) driven by 201Y-Gal4 (201Y).
(F and K) Quantification of axonal NCAM (F) or
Nrg (K) levels that are shown in (D), (E), (I),
and (J). NCAM or Nrg mean intensity was
normalized by GFP mean intensity within a
given ROI in the posterior part of the g neurons
using Fiji software. A t test on was performed
to determine significance between NCAM alone
(n = 11) or together with BskDN (n = 12): p = n.s.,
and between Nrg alone (n = 9) or together with
BskDN (n = 10): p = n.s. Data presented as
mean ± SEM.
CD8-GFP, green; FasII, magenta; NCAM, white in
(D) and (E); Nrg, white in (I) and (J). Scale bar rep-
resents 20 m.study addresses the role of JNK in developmental neuronal re-
modeling, which has not been previously explored. Interestingly,
studies focusing on pathological axonal degeneration, including
axon injury and trophic deprivation, have found that JNK does
not depend on c-Jun (Ghosh et al., 2011) to control local axon
degeneration. In these systems the JNK pathway was proposed
to function by several different mechanisms, including initiating
local energy deficits in a poorly understood mechanism (Yang
et al., 2015), or by phosphorylation of SCG10 (Shin et al.,
2012b) or Tau (Tran et al., 2012). Furthermore, the JNK pathway
was also implicated in axon regeneration by activating nuclear
transcription factors (Chen et al., 2012; Shin et al., 2012a; Xiong
et al., 2010).
Here we discovered an unexpected and novel interaction be-
tween the JNK pathway and cell adhesion. We found that Bsk
negatively regulates the membrane stability of FasII, leading to
destabilization of cell adhesion and promotion of pruning.936 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Thus, as would be expected from such a
ubiquitous molecule, JNK most likely
has a plethora of effects in various cellular
contexts through a variety of mecha-nisms, and each occurrence will have to be individually studied
and understood.
Bsk Affects FasII Stability and Membrane Localization
One of the first questions that we addressed in our study was
howBsk regulates axon pruning. Three lines of evidence suggest
that Bsk-mediated activation of nuclear transcription factors is
not required. First, we found that Bsk (as well as its phosphory-
lated form pBsk) is enriched in axons throughout development
and absent from cell bodies or dendrites. Second, we have
demonstrated that Bsk does not function via the transcription
factors c-Jun and Fos. Third, we could not detect activation of
two reporters for JNK nuclear activity in MB neurons throughout
development. Thus, our data suggest that in the context of prun-
ing, Bsk phosphorylates a cytoplasmic target. The fact that JNK
can phosphorylate both nuclear and cytoplasmic targets is
known, but the complete repertoire of targets is still missing
Figure 8. Working Model on the Role of Adhe-
sion during Pruning
Schematic model on the function of Bsk and FasII
during developmental axon pruning. During normal
development, Bsk activity downregulates FasII
membranal localization in a mechanism that depends
on FasII PDZ binding sequence (not shown in the
model). Destabilization of axon-axon adhesion
results in dispersed axons that are more amenable for
an axon pruning program. When Bsk is mutated or
when FasII is overexpressed (lower row), the axon
bundle remain fasciculated, resulting in inefficient
pruning.(Coffey, 2014). Although we did not identify the direct target for
Bsk phosphorylation, we found that Bsk regulates axon pruning
by modulating membrane stability of FasII.
FasII, is implicated in various aspects of Drosophila nervous
system development, such as axon pathfinding (e.g., Grennin-
gloh et al., 1991), axon fasciculation (e.g., Kurusu et al., 2002),
neurite outgrowth (Forni et al., 2004), neuron-glia interaction (Sil-
ies and Kla¨mbt, 2010), and synapse formation and stability (re-
viewed in Packard et al., 2003). At least three mechanisms
were proposed to regulate FasII plasma membrane localization
in neuromuscular junction (NMJ) synapses: FasII exocytosis,
clustering by Discs Large (Dlg), or internalization by the MAP
kinase ERK (Packard et al., 2003). Using TIRF microscopy, we
examined FasII membrane dynamics by photo-converting
FasII-Dendra that was already on the membrane and subse-
quently measured its ‘‘off-rate.’’ Thus, our data suggest that
the effect of Bsk on FasII membranal localization and stability
is not likely mediated by the addition of FasII molecules by
exocytosis, but rather by stabilization of resident molecules.
We also tested whether Dlg might play a role in FasII stability
and pruning of MB neurons by loss-of-function experiments,
but our results do not support a role for Dlg (data not shown).
Finally, while FasII NMJ synaptic stability was found to be
affected by the Ras-MAPK pathway, it was not determined
whether this involves FasII phosphorylation (Koh et al., 2002).
We have expressed both Ras and Raf dominant-negative alleles
within the MB g neurons and observed no effect on axon pruning
(data not shown). Similarly, MB MARCM clones homozygous
mutant for dsor, the MEK ortholog and an upstream activator
of ERK, exhibited WT morphology (data not shown), strength-
ening the hypothesis that the JNK, but not ERK, pathway regu-
lates FasII in the MB. Interestingly, the Aplysia ortholog of FasII,
ApCAM, was also shown to be a phosphoprotein although the
precise kinase was not determined (Bailey et al., 1997). While
the PEST domain of ApCAM was found to be required for
MAPK regulation, in theMB it seems to be dispensable, suggest-
ing an alternative mechanism of regulation by Bsk.
JNK is also known to regulate trafficking by phosphorylating
JNK interacting proteins (JIPs) or kinesin (reviewed in Coffey,
2014). Therefore, another mechanism by which JNK signaling
could affect an abundance of transmembrane proteins such asFasII is by regulating trafficking. However, we did not observe
a pruning defect in MARCM clones homozygous mutant for
Aplip1 (the ortholog of JIP1). Additionally, by photo-switching
Dendra-tagged FasII, we focus on FasII that has already been
trafficked and therefore our data are inconsistent with trafficking
as a major mechanism to regulate FasII membrane abundance.
Taken together, our data suggest that Bsk regulation on FasII
stability occurs by alternative mechanisms. Our data highlight
the importance of the PDZ binding sequence in mediating the
elevated axonal stability of FasII in response to JNK pathway in-
hibition. Similarly, we found that the PDZ binding sequence is
critical to mediate pruning defect caused by overexpression of
FasII. Therefore, our data suggest that Bsk may regulate the
interaction between FasII and PDZ containing proteins. PDZ
containing proteins are cytoplasmic scaffold proteins that partic-
ipate in the stabilization and clustering of a wide array of
transmembrane proteins. Interestingly, PSD95, the closest ho-
molog of Drosophila Dlg, was shown to be a direct target for
JNK1 phosphorylation (Kim et al., 2007). However, the Ser-Pro
at positions 295–296 is not conserved in Dlg, and additionally
we did not observe pruning defects in loss-of-function analyses
of Dlg (data not shown). Therefore, it will be of interest to inves-
tigate the potential role of Bsk regulation on FasII interactions
with 1 of the 64 PDZ containing proteins in Drosophila.
How Bsk modulates the interactions between FasII and a PDZ
containing protein remains to be determined but does not likely
involve direct phosphorylation of FasII. Bsk could phosphorylate
the PDZ containing protein or affect this interaction by indirect
means. For example, Bsk may positively regulate an antiadhe-
sive molecule, such as Beat (Fambrough and Goodman, 1996).
Beat, which represents a family of secreted Ig proteins, was
shown to defasciculate axonal bundles of motoneurons in a
mechanism dependent on FasII. Whether the interaction be-
tween Beat and FasII depends on the PDZ binding sequence
of FasII remains to be investigated.
Regulating Developmental Axon Pruning via Cell
Adhesion
It was previously shown that Drosophila NMJ synaptic plasticity
depends on FasII-mediated cell adhesion (Schuster et al.,
1996a, 1996b). Interestingly, overexpressionofFasII inembryonicNeuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 937
muscle cells (Davis et al., 1997) or in bothmuscles and neurons in
the larval NMJ (Ashley et al., 2005) results in the formation of
ectopic NMJ synapses. We have shown that overexpressing
high levels of FasII is sufficient to inhibit pruning of MB g axons,
but not their dendrites. The intracellular localization of pBsk and
FasII to the axon cannot explain this phenomenon, since overex-
pression of FasIIPEST isoform,whichmislocalizes to the somato-
dendritic compartment, still inhibits only axon, but not dendrite,
pruning. Another potential explanation is the lack of adhesive
partner on the presynaptic side. FasII is known to mediate the
tight fasciculation of MB axons by axon-axon interaction (Kurusu
et al., 2002). Because of the anatomy of dendrites, they aremuch
more spread out than the axons and therefore might be less
amenable to fasciculation by elevated expression of adhesion
molecules.
It was recently shown that downregulation of the cell adhesion
molecule Nrg, the L1-CAM ortholog, via the endolysosomal
pathway is important to mediate developmental dendrite pruning
of the Drosophila dendritic arborization (da) sensory neurons
(Zhang et al., 2014).Wehavepreviously shown that the endolyso-
somal pathway is also important for axon and dendrite pruning of
MB neurons; however, this role is FasII independent (Issman-Ze-
charya and Schuldiner, 2014). Furthermore, we show here that
overexpression of Nrg, FasI, and even the mammalian FasII,
NCAM, but not FasIII, inhibit pruning when expressed together
with BskDN. The synergistic interaction between these proteins
and Bsk raises the possibility that JNK signaling regulates the
plasma membrane localization of multiple cell adhesion mole-
cules. Our data suggest that the levels of transgenic NCAM or
Nrgproteins arenot affectedbyBskandare therebymoreconsis-
tent with amodel in which Bsk affects endogenous FasII stability,
which together with the additional CAMs potently inhibit pruning.
Taken together, our data suggest that cell adhesion regulation,
and not necessarily signaling of a specific protein, is an impor-
tant step in developmental axon pruning. Therefore, this raises
an interesting speculative idea, which is that destabilization of
cell adhesion might provide an important spatial cue that is so
crucial in developmental neuronal remodeling. For example, dur-
ing MB remodeling the axons are eliminated up to a specific
point and the remaining peduncular axon remains intact. Could
there be another CAM that is expressed in the peduncle and
therefore maintains its fasciculation? Could there be another
CAM that is expressed in dendrites and provides the spatial in-
formation for their pruning? Finally, destabilization of cell adhe-
sion could affect pruning of tightly fasciculated axonal bundles,
as in the case of the MB, but also of individual axons that interact
with other neurons, glial cells, or the extracellular matrix via a
wide variety of cell adhesion molecules.
In this study we have uncovered a novel and unexpected inter-
action between the JNK pathway and cell adhesion. Further-
more, we have demonstrated that destabilization of cell adhesion
is a required step that facilitates developmental axon pruning.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Drosophila Strains
The bskLL02244 mutant generation was previously described (Schuldiner et al.,
2008). bsk1, bsk2, kay1, UAS-bskDN, UAS-bskB, UAS-bskA-Y, UAS-JBZ, and938 Neuron 88, 926–940, December 2, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.UAS-FBZ were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center.
The fasIIeb112 null allele (Grenningloh et al., 1991) was recombined with 19A
FRT and kindly provided by Dr. Freeman. The Puc-lacZ flies (Dobens et al.,
2001) were kindly provided by Dr. Collins, and the TRE-eGFP reporter (Chat-
terjee and Bohmann, 2012) was kindly provided by Dr. Kurant. The untagged
UAS-fasIIPEST+ (PA), UAS-fasIIPEST (PA), and UAS-fasIIAAE transgenic flies
(Beck et al., 2012) were kindly provided by Dr. McCabe. The UAS-fasI, UAS-
nrg180, and UAS-NCAM140 were kindly provided by Dr. Garcia-Alonso, and
UAS-fasIII was provided by Dr. Zeidler. GMR71G10-Gal4 was generated as
part of the FlyLight Gal4 collection and was described in Issman-Zecharya
and Schuldiner (2014).
Mutants and transgenes were recombined with appropriate FRTs, if
necessary.
Generation and Imaging MARCM Clones
MARCM clones of MB neurons were generated as described in Lee and Luo
(1999). In brief, flies were heat shocked for 40–60 min at 37C at 24 hr after
egg laying and examined at the indicated developmental time points. Brains
were mounted on Slowfade (Invitrogen) and imaged using a Zeiss LSM710
confocal microscope.
Immunostaining
Drosophila brains were dissected, fixed, and subjected to the following pri-
mary antibodies: mouse anti-FasII (ID4) 1:25, mouse anti-EcR-B1 (AD4.4)
1:25, mouse anti-NCAM (AG1-C) 1:25, and mouse anti-Nrg (BP-104) 1:25,
all obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank; rabbit anti-
FasII-extra cellular domain (FasII-EX) 1:200 (Mathew et al., 2003); rabbit anti-
active JNK (pJNK) 1:200 (Promega); mouse anti-FLAG 1:100 (Sigma); and
chicken anti-GFP 1:500 (Aves).
The following conjugated secondary antibodies were used at 1:300: FITC
(Invitrogen) and Alexa405, Alexa488, Alexa568, and Alexa647 (Invitrogen).
Forwesternblotsweusedmouseanti-FLAG1:500 (Sigma),mouseanti-pJNK
1:500 (Cell Signaling), rabbit anti-JNK 1:500 (SantaCruz),mouseanti-phospho-
Thr-Pro-101 1:1,000 (Cell Signaling), and mouse anti-tubulin 1:10,000 (Sigma).
Secondary antibodies for WB were goat anti-mouse and goat anti-rabbit
(1:15,000; Jackson Laboratory) and developed using an enhanced chemilumi-
nescence (ECL) detection system (Supersignal WestPico; Pierce).
Molecular Biology
For the generation of UAS-fasII-FLAGKNSAV constructs, fasIIPEST+ cDNA was
amplified from flies bearing UAS-fasIIPEST+ transgene on the second chromo-
some (Beck et al., 2012; Davis et al., 1997), provided by Dr. Furukubo-Toku-
naga, and cloned into the Gateway entry vector pDONR201. FasIIPEST was
generated by removing amino acids 806–833 from the pDONR-FasIIPEST+
construct described above. FasIIDshort was generated by removing amino
acids 808–874 from pDONR-FasIIPEST+. FasIIDCT was generated by removing
the entire C terminus (amino acids 770–874).
The Gateway entry vectors were then recombined into destination vectors
using LR recombinase (Invitrogen). Destination vectors containing the FasII
PDZ binding sequence were generated as follows: DNA encoding for amino
acids 866–873 were inserted into pTWF-attB (Yaniv et al., 2012) to generate
pTWFKNSAV-attB, into pAWF to generate pAWFKNSAV, and into pAWG to
generate pAWGKNSAV. To generate pTWFKNAAV-attB destination vector, the
Ser within the PZD binding sequence was replaced with Ala. Following recom-
bination, pT-FasII-FLAGKNSAV plasmid was injected into the attP2 landing site.
pA-FasII-FLAGKNSAV or -GFPKNSAV were used for cell culture experiments. For
the generation of pA-FasII-DendraKNSAV, the Dendra tag was amplified form
pDendra2-C vector (Addgene) and cloned to replace the GFP tag in pA-
FasIIPEST+GFPKNSAV.
For the generation of BskDN-FLAG and BskDN-RFP constructs, full-length
bsk was amplified from cDNA and cloned into the Gateway entry vector
pDONR201. In order to generate for BskDN, Thr 181 was replaced to Ala, as
previously reported (Adachi-Yamada et al., 1999). bsk and bskDN were cloned
into pAWF and pAWR Gateway destination vectors.
For the generation of FLAG-HepCA and RFP-HepCA, hepCA construct was
amplified from flies bearing UAS-hepCA transgene and cloned into the
Gateway pAFW and pARW destination vectors.
Transfection of the indicated constructs was carried out using Ca2Cl reagent
into BG3 Drosophila neuronal derived cells.
Protein Extraction from Larval Brain
The expression of FasIIPEST+FLAG and BskDN in theMBwas driven by the pan-
MB driver OK1O7-Gal4. 150 L3 larval brains expressing FasIIPEST+FLAG alone
or together with BskDNwere dissected, dissociated using collagenase (Sigma),
and lysed using radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) lysis buffer. FasIIPEST+
FLAG was immunoprecipitated using FLAG beads (Sigma) and subjected to
western blot analysis.
Multispectral Imaging Flow Cytometry Analysis
Live BG3 cells transfected with the indicated constructs were stained with
CellMask Deep Red plasma membrane stain (Life Technologies) and Hoechst
(Sigma). Cells were imaged using multispectral imaging flow cytometry
(ImageStreamX MarkII flow cytometer; Amnis). We measured the co-localiza-
tion of FasII-GFP and CellMask. For a detailed explanation, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
TIRF Microscopy
BG3 cells plated on a glass bottom dish and expressing FasII-Dendra with or
without BskDN in a 1:5 ratio were imaged in ambient conditions (open air, 24C)
under FEI’s TILL Photonics iMICmicroscope, using 1003, 1.49NA TIRF objec-
tive (Olympus). The excitation source is a TOPAS iChrome multi laser box.
Laser lines used were 405, 488, and 561 nm. Images were acquired using
an Andor Ixon897 EMCCD camera. For detailed explanation, see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures.
Quantification and Statistical Analyses
In all cases, the statistical significance was calculated as p < 0.05. The specific
test and statistical significance are indicated in the relevant figure legend. For a
detailed explanation, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and one movie and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2015.10.023.
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